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1 Flexibility in production becomes more and more important,
due to raising variant diversity and
shortened product life cycles.

AUTOMATED ADJUSTMENT:
HIGHLY FLEXIBLE
MANUFACTURING
The E³ concept puts the view of interactions among the levels of technologies and
equipment, logistics and factory processes, and the integration of the human
being into production in a new analytical-methodological context. This change in
perspective opens up new opportunities for specific solutions to address key
manufacturing engineering requirements by using and implementing synergy
effects.
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the necessary corrections to be made by

A software-assistance system prototype

the machinery operators by engineering

to conduct this process in an automated
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way was engineered at Fraunhofer IWU in
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adjustment process, which has been hitherto based on experience, is executed by
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Human factor
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interruptions in production take time
and drastically decrease the equipment’s
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productivity.
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overall adjustment process system puts the
human being, supported by an innovative
2 Human being in the center of a

assistance system, at the centre of a new,

new, shortened quality cycle

shortened quality control loop.
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